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T.Lang@TLangDance.com
P.O. Box 94655  
Atlanta, Georgia 30318
(678) 597-8513
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Mission   Vision
Mission Statement
T. Lang Dance creates a poetic expression of  dance, which illustrates deep, arousing 
investigations relevant to issues of  identity, history and community. Through the vehicle of  
modern dance, Lang's work communicates perspectives with a dance of  humor, depth, and 
movement style that captures the attention of  the viewer with its evocative physicality, 
technical range and emotional viability.
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T. Lang Dance, 
is dedicated to 
exposing the 
arts and 
emerging 
communities to 
the creative 
impact and 
genius of 
dance.

&
Vision
To be recognized as a company committed to creating thought- provoking performing art 
experiences using dance at the forefront.

About the company

T. Lang Dance, an Atlanta based dance company, performs original provocative works created 
by artistic director and choreographer, T. Lang. Founded in 2008,  Lang relocated T. Lang 
Dance from New York City to Atlanta; continuing to develop, direct, and produce high-impact 
work that blends traditional and experimental contemporary movement. T. Lang Dance delves 
deeply into American history and its avoided complexities - investigating and excavating untold 
truths of identity and community. Envisioning choreography in which dance and technology 
are interdependent,  Lang collaborates with forward thinking composers, visual artists and 
engineers to create interactive and responsive virtual environments like no other. 
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T. Lang
Founder   Artistic Director
of T.Lang Dance

Founder and Artistic Director of  T. Lang 
Dance, is dedicated to exposing the arts 
and emerging communities to the 
creative impact and genius of  dance.  
Lang earned her Bachelor of  Fine Arts in 
performance and choreography from the 
University of  Illinois (Urbana-
Champaign) and her Masters of  Fine 
Arts in performance and choreography 
from New York University’s Tisch School 
of  the Arts. In the early part of  her 
career, Lang danced with the 
Metropolitan Opera Ballet and Marlies 
Yearby’s Movin’ Spirits Dance Theater. In 
2008, Lang relocated T. Lang Dance 
from New York City to Atlanta.  She 
continues to develop, direct, and produce 
high-impact work that blends traditional 
and experimental contemporary 
movement. In 2011, T. Lang was 
commissioned to create a work in 

collaboration with Grammy award 
winning artists Sweet Honey in the Rock. 
This work, 4 Little Girls, was presented at 
the Gala Concert during the historic 
unveiling of  the King Monument in 
Washington, DC.  The following year 
(2012), her work M O T H E R/ M U T 
H A was presented at Atlanta’s Goat 
Farm Arts Center.  Creative Loafing and 
Arts America called this work a 
“powerfully thought provoking… 
masterfully blended work” of  “unsettling 
genius.” M O TH E R/ M U T H A 
delves deeply into the complexities of  
American history. It thoroughly examines 
the origin of  objectifying African 
American women, a topic rarely 
examined so vividly and honestly through 
the lens of  dance. In 2014, High Museum 
of  Art and Goat Farm Arts Center 
produced Lang’s latest works. Post Up 

pushes the boundaries of  dance to create 
a multi-media experience of  rich audio 
and visual adventure. T. Lang Dance also 
worked on a new collaborative project, 
Doxology Ring Shout, with American 
playwright Paul Carter Harrison and 
choreographer Dianne McIntyre for the 
2014 National Black Arts Festival. Lang 
began her 2015 season with a 
commission from Flux Projects for a 
collaboration with visual artist, Nick 
Cave. Nick Cave's Up Right Atlanta in 
collaboration with T. Lang was presented 
at Ponce City Market. Assistant Professor 
in Dance, Director of  Spelman Dance 
Theatre at Spelman College, and founder 
of  SWEATSHOP, the Atlanta summer 
dance intensive, Lang stays engaged with 
the next generation of  artists. Lang has 
been on faculty at the American Dance 
Festival since 2013.

T. Lang Dance 
is committed to 
bestowing the 
arts community 
in Atlanta with 
quality and 
substantial 
works that  
encourage and 
dig for 
authenticity 
and truth in 
movement.
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Through creative collaboration, mentorships 
and direct dance education, T. Lang Dance 
is committed to cultivating the next 
generation of artists.

T. Lang’s SWEATSHOP 
Summer Dance 
Intensive     
A week long dance intensive for pre-professionals and 
professionals entering and in the field of  concert dance. T. Lang’s 
SWEATSHOP SUMMER DANCE INTENSIVE, provides the 
opportunity for the dancing professionals to hone their 
progressive physicality in contemporary modern at an affordable 
rate. T. Lang’s SWEATSHOP SUMMER DANCE INTENSIVE 
explores the mechanics, journey and process of  new experimental 
movement in urban contemporary modern. 

Technique Class   
Drawing from sophisticated contemporary modern technique this 
class blends urban movement forming a unique style and 
approach. Focusing on core strength, velocity along with 
suppleness this class applies from repertory, improvisation, and 
personal experiences allowing the dancer to demonstrate complex 
movement sequences with intelligence and artistic expression.

Composition Class
Storytelling, exploration strategies and improvisatory 
investigations are used to generate movement and phrases.  
Choreography will then be deconstructed, dissected and detected, 
allowing the choreographer to pinpoint and reveal their true 
authentic voice.  This composition class challenges and guides the 
choreographer into unleashing their imagination; creating 
juxtapositions of  the mind and body that stirs the soul. 
    
T. Lang’s  Pom Poms | Band Dance Camp
T. Lang’s experience into the work ethic of  dance began as a 
young dancer on the Illinois state champion dance teams: Troy Jr. 
High Pom Squad and Joliet West High School’s Tiger Paws Pom 
Squad.  T. Lang Dance offers this week- long dance camp to 
young dancers of  the ages of  12 - 16 years old. Students will learn 
specific forms of  precision and groove, physical and mental 
strength strategies for empowerment and unification and 
organizational practices to be leaders not only on the field and 
stands but most importantly in the leading a team to victory.
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T. Lang’s Mounting
residency and community building programs
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POST UP
A Dance, Music and Digital Collaboration with 

John Osbourne & Deigratia Daniels

“One would be hard 
pressed to find an 

Atlanta-based 
choreographer less 

afraid to put raw 
emotion on stage than 
T. Lang, “ - ArtsATL

In another unflinching address to difficult dialogues, T. Lang embarks upon a 
new artistic relationship with John Osburn, a collaborative sound artist who 
composes and improvises music for modern dance and visual artists. Joining 
the collaborative team Lang has created, Deigratia Daniels, Video 
Interactive Engineer, will create computer-vision interactive systems to offer 
dancers an improvisation platform within an immersive virtual environment.  
Inspired by the literature of Heather Andrea Williams' Help Me Find My 
People, Post Up focuses on the delusional hope of being reunited with a 
loved one. Following multi-generational conversations on love and personal 
diary entries that beg for the return of a deceased loved one, this work 
investigates the search for affection as it tends towards self-destruction. 
Moving from entangled aggressive movements to staggeringly tender 
moments, Post Up demonstrates our search for genuine belonging.

Once again, T. Lang delves deeply into American history and its avoided 
complexities. Referring to newspaper “posts” by freed slaves in an attempt 
to find a loved one, both the phrase and piece renew this forgotten 
historical meaning. They relate to our strong need to belong, to ground 
oneself in a sense of community – which withstands all trials and the test of 
time. Although it is impossible to completely understand the emotions and 
experiences of those who came before us, Lang recovers these lost historical 
artifacts and connects their essential form to the modern day. She seeks to 
uncover the untold truths – the jarring and sour notes in our history that have 
been hidden – in order to encourage community recognition and dialogue.

Osburn and Lang met during a six-week summer program at the American 
Dance Festival this summer and soon recognized an artistic affinity. In his 
work, Osburn focuses on how sound is affected by the space in which it 
resonates. Rather than creating music, he creates a sound environment in 
which to immerse his audience. Sourcing from his eclectic background in 
Western music, African drumming, and Sonic Arts studies, Osburn creates a 
unique musical blend which floods from his speakers in an evocative array of 
frequencies. He is a veteran composer for new dance creations, having 
collaborated on a number of multi-media projects.

Post Up will also incorporate the work of Deigratia Daniels, Video Interactive 
Engineer, who will create computer-vision interactive systems to offer 
dancers an improvisation platform within an immersive virtual environment. 
The system will involve audio and/or visual reactions triggered by the 
dancers through the use of motion sensors. This additional level of audience 
interaction and innovative use of digital technology is an aspect rarely used 
in the dance field. It marks exciting possibilities for T. Lang’s work, both 
with Post Up and for future projects. Post Up will push the boundaries of 
dance to create a multi-media experience that will submerge the audience 
in a rich audio and visual adventure.

Post Up will be performed by T. Lang Dance, a multi-racial female dance 
company, and feature live performances by Osburn. The piece premiered 
at Goat Farm Arts Center in Atlanta, Georgia on June 6, 2014.
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Delving deep  into the complexities of American history. Stripping away the veil of shame, Mother/ Mutha 
reveals the raw emotion and endurance of African women who were forced against their will to breed slaves. 
This work research literature of the courageous Harriet Jacobs, the sinister Willie Lynch, and the images of 
the audacious Kara Walker to reveal the unspoken pain and fortitude of the atrocious act of capitalism and 
power and the haunting affects on the families. This story, masterfully blended, thoroughly examines the origin 
of objectifying African American women, some known to us all, but seldom examined so vividly and honestly 
through the lens of dance. 

• 60 minute, 12 dancers, 2 singers,  video projection

MOTHER/MUTHA

Post Up, presented by T. Lang Dance as visual storytelling through movement derived from the desire to 
reconnect with love once lost. Inspired by the literature of Heather Williamsʼ  Help Me Find My People, which 
explores the custom of newly freed men and women to post ads in publications announcing their search for 
a lost loved one -  T. Langʼs Post Up focuses on the delusional hope for reunion.  From Post Up to Post Up 
in the House to Lit, these works evolve to investigate the ritual of searching through movement prayers for 
love tending towards self-destruction. Post is the final installation of this journey where the love letter, the ad 
has been answered - love has been found. 

The Post Up trilogy is revealed in the following iterations:

• Post - Following multi-generational, uncensored conversations on love and personal diary entries that 
beg for the return of a deceased loved one, this work investigates the search for love lost.

• 40 Minutes, 9 Dancers, Interactive video and 3D Mapping

• Post Up in the House - First presented by the High Museum of Art, performed as a visual installation 
within the Mi Casa, Your Casa public art exhibition, Created by contemporary Mexican designers Héctor 
Esrawe and Ignacio Cadena, this work explores the delicate balance of sanity, reality and the private 
unseen prayers of searching hearts,

• Site Specific, 30 Minutes, 6 Dancers, Live Music

• LIT - Writing the letter and finding the location - the latitude and 
longitude of the loved one now found, this work speaks to anticipation 
of reunification and uncertainty. 

• Variation #1-7, 18 Minutes, 6 Dancers

• Post - Through entangled aggressive movements to staggeringly tender moments, this final work 
explores the familiar complexities of rediscovery as the search for love ends to only begin again.

• 40 Minutes, 6 Dancers, Hologram Interactives, 3D Mapping

POST UP
A Dance, Music and Digital Collaboration with 

John Osbourne & Deigratia Daniels

https://vimeo.com/48867949
https://vimeo.com/48867949
https://vimeo.com/101922086
https://vimeo.com/101922086
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...what they were 
experiencing felt so 

intensely familiar. I 
knew in my gut what 

they were going 

through?

T. Lang: A Woman Searching
By Jennifer Tarrazi-Scully | June 28, 20140 Comments

The raw space at the Goat Farm is set up with four see 
through scrims hanging from the ceiling, situated in a 
square, to separate the performers from the audience.  

Seats are arranged in the round, meaning all the way 
“a round” where the action was about to take place.  

The first question of the evening is to figure out which 
side of the room we want to experience this evening 
from.  Obviously, there is no right or wrong… just 

questions.
On June 7th, I found myself asking a lot of questions at 

the World premiere of T. Lang Dance Company’s  
performance of Post Up.  The cast of nine extraordinary 
women were uniformly exposed in white bras and 

cherry red leggings.   The uniformity brought to mind a 
complex woman or many women in a similar situation, 

perhaps battered or in a prison.  An inquiry later 
enhanced by zig-zagged projections on the fabric we 
were looking through.  The tastefully sparse costumes 

highlighted the performers’ beauty and I was reminded 
of how majestic women are, in all iterations, with 

different curves, hair lengths, textures and hues of skin.
The tone in this screened in cage was desperate, sad 
and played with themes of struggle and vulnerability 

but through it all a feminine strength became apparent.  
Not only through the athleticism of these prodigious 

artistic athletes but in an instinctual camaraderie that 
naturally exists between woman, especially at times of 
crisis.

Who are these women?  They seemed confined by the 
space but the cast interchanged throughout the 

evening, except for one…a Prima.  Indya Childs was 
extraordinary as this everywoman figure.  She was the 
thread that held this cast together from a sad, sobbing, 

solo at the top of the show to the final powerful image.
What were they searching for?  Were they trying to hold 

on to something or give of themselves with no one to 
receive it?  Although searching for answers myself, I was 
with them and what they were experiencing felt so 

intensely familiar. I knew in my gut what they were going 
through?

At the end of the journey, the answers were evident.  
They may have differed from my neighbor’s 
interpretation, diverged from the story witnessed by the 

chap across the theater or even veered from the 
choreographer’s point of view, but they were my 

answers validating my experience and I believe the 
audience was unified in this feeling of deep satisfaction.
Satiated, I will be looking for and forward to my next 

journey with T. Lang.

Backstage
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http://www.thebackstagebeat.com/author/Jennifer-Tarrazi-Scully/
http://www.thebackstagebeat.com/author/Jennifer-Tarrazi-Scully/
http://www.thebackstagebeat.com/2014/06/t-lang-a-woman-searching/#comments
http://www.thebackstagebeat.com/2014/06/t-lang-a-woman-searching/#comments
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Burnaway
T. Lang’s Emotive Movement, 
at the Goat Farm
By Meredith Kooi on June 20, 2014

T. Lang Dance, POST UP, June 6-8, 2014, at the 
Goat Farm Arts Center. All photos © Demetrius 
Williams for the Usual Suspects, LLC.
POST UP, T. Lang‘s recent performance at the Goat 
Farm Arts Center (June 6-8) provoked many more 
thoughts and questions than can be addressed in 
the span of a review, so here is an attempt to offer 
it something.I got there early and took a seat. The 
audience surrounded the dance floor, separated 
by a scrim on each side. Looking through this 
cube, I could see audience members, silhouetted 
and hazy. They receded from my view. We were 
separated by a layer of obscurity.
A dancer entered this gauzy box. Video 
projections started, each sheet a screen—images 
of the cosmos. She breathed alone in this universe, 
trembling. She grabbed her belly, a gesture that 
carried throughout. She reached out an arm, 
cupped hand, brought it to her face. Did she 
swallow what she retrieved, incorporating it into 
her own body? It felt like our world had just been 
birthed.

POST UP is a dynamic and compelling work of 
power, loss, and recuperation. Working with 
composer John Osburn and video engineer 
Deigratia Daniels, Lang created an environment 
that held the dancers in suspension—between life 
and death, markers of time and space. The video 
imagery transitioned from outer space to 
(maybe?) fireflies, rain falling, a hypnotic diagonal 
pattern, vertical bars, with expanses of color 
interspersed between.

Reminiscent of James Turrell’s Ganzfeld works, 
these color fields provided the most visually potent 
domain for the movement; disorientation 
dominated. I have always wanted to see 
movement in Turrell’s almost-sterile environments. 
Lang’s desire to “make technology warm” affirms 
this sentiment. During the spans of abstract color, 
the complexity of the work shone forth. Held in this 
territory, the dancers seemed stuck in place. 
Though groupings of dancers constantly changed 
as they entered and left the floor, they always 
returned to this place that held them within its 
purgatory throes.

http://burnaway.org/author/meredith-kooi/
http://burnaway.org/author/meredith-kooi/
http://tlangdance.com/
http://tlangdance.com/
https://www.facebook.com/TheGoatFarmArtsCenter?hc_location=timeline
https://www.facebook.com/TheGoatFarmArtsCenter?hc_location=timeline
https://www.facebook.com/TheGoatFarmArtsCenter?hc_location=timeline
https://www.facebook.com/TheGoatFarmArtsCenter?hc_location=timeline
http://jamesturrell.com/artworks/by-type/#type-ganzfields
http://jamesturrell.com/artworks/by-type/#type-ganzfields
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POST UP activates a layered dance history 
combining echoes of modern dance classics with 
contemporary popular dance. With external 
rotation, the dancers reached towards each other, 
to those on the other side of the screen, to no one. 
This bodily orientation, as well as other movement 
phrases—pairs that held each other, parted, and 
sprung back; the bare room; the elongated arms—
brought to mind multiple elements of Pina Bausch’s 
Cafe Müller.

Indya Childs, the main dancer, with her aggressive 
and muscle-contracted movements, reminded me 
of another Bausch work, Frühlingsopfer. The elements 
of earth and color that are prominent in 
Frühlingsopfer (the red cloth, the red dirt that covers 
the dance floor) are echoed in POST UP’s costuming: 
red leggings and beige/gold bra tops. The red 
references Georgia clay, the ground to which our 
bodies return and that Lang’s dancers scratch at.

During a segment when the Hudson Mohawk track 
“Bugg’n” played, some of Lang’s movements 
suggested choreography from Kyle Abraham / 
Abraham.In.Motion’s dance piece The Radio Show. 
The chest heaving and deep backbends that 
reached for both the ground and for something to 
hold onto elicited extremely raw emotion and 
evoked such popular dance moves as Beyoncé’s 
chest popping and the Bernie dance, an Internet 
meme that originated in the U.S. South in 2009-10, 
and has gained some divisive attention.

Some of the dancers’ movements seemed to 
emerge from their heart space, an impression that 
was underscored towards the end, when light burst 
forth from their chests (actually overhead lighting, 
but the illusion was effective).
This outpouring is both hopeful and devastating. 
Lang resolves the tormented searching at the end 
by introducing a father figure, who embraces Childs 
in his arms.  I’m torn about this ending. I might have 
preferred it if she had left me with nothing—no 
resolution, no hope. However, my preference for 
torment may be a result of privilege; I can choose to 
remain unresolved. This is more tricky with POST UP. 
The work addresses both personal and historical loss 
(that of Lang’s father and of slaves forcefully 
separated), and I struggle to say whether we should 
have been cast out into the darkness bereft of hope 
or held in the father’s arms bathed in reassuring 
white light.     Meredith Kooi is the editor of Radius, 
an experimental radio broadcast platform based in 
Chicago. She is currently a PhD student in the 
Graduate Institute of the Liberal Arts at Emory 
University, a performance and visual artist, and a 
monthly contributor to Bad At Sports.
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https://prelectur.stanford.edu/lecturers/bausch/cafe_m.html
https://prelectur.stanford.edu/lecturers/bausch/cafe_m.html
http://abrahaminmotion.org/
http://abrahaminmotion.org/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQgFhs_6pwM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQgFhs_6pwM
http://theradius.us/
http://theradius.us/
http://badatsports.com/
http://badatsports.com/
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...they mentally 
searched for 

anything that would 
bring their 

reminiscent spirits to 
an actual 

connection.

“BREAKING BARRIERS, BUILDING A BETTER YOU”

Facing The Inner You: T. Lang’s “Post Up” Review
By Front Ro Branding on June 23, 2014

After interviewing Assistant Professor at Spelman and owner of T.Lang Dance Company, I got the 
chance to attend the “Post Up” dance show recently. Per our interview, Post Up was a piece inspired 
by the book Help Me To Find My People by Heather Andrea Williams, which elaborates on the broken 
families of African-American slaves, and their various habitual efforts to find their loved ones. The 
passionate movements from the dancers reflected both the pain of searching for family, and the joy 
of finally crossing paths with your equivalent. Further motivated by the passing of her own father, the 
T.Lang Dance Company instructors and dancers put on three nights of Post Up, in which I attended 
the finale performance. T.Lang worked with composer John Osburn and video engineer Deigratia 
Daniels to bring Post Up to life.

Located at The Goats Farm Art Center, the venue was a great complement to the recital’s soulful and 
earthy theme. The box-like transparent stage allowed you not only enjoy the creativity of the director, 
but it also allowed you to feel connected with each of the dancers, as I created my perception on 
how the story was being told, based on my past experiences. The electronic lighting created a 3-D 
effect, while the African/House instrumentals (or lack thereof, depending on the scene) guided the 
moves of the dancers.

The dancers entered in and out of the box as the lights brought them in and faded them out. The 
shivering movements displayed the desire to be with their lost companion, as they mentally searched 
for anything that would bring their reminiscent spirits to an actual connection. They guided each other 
during synchronized movements and fed off of the energy each dancer had during their solo 
performances. All of the dancers were “one with nature” so to speak, each with beautiful natural hair 
of all textures. The beauty of the women reflected on the African-American community and the often 
forgotten beauty that lies within our own history.

front ro branding

http://frontrobranding.com/author/rkah1218/
http://frontrobranding.com/author/rkah1218/
http://frontrobranding.com/2014/06/23/facing-the-inner-you-t-langs-post-up-review/
http://frontrobranding.com/2014/06/23/facing-the-inner-you-t-langs-post-up-review/
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Preview: Choreographer T. Lang’s “Post Up” turns the focus on reconnection and loss
June 4, 2014 
By GEORGE STAIB

T. Lang (center) in her new work Post Up. (Photos by bcarr[works]+photo)
Chicago-born T. Lang is a dance professor at Spelman College and the artistic director ofT. Lang Dance, a 
company that has had incarnations in Chicago and New York but currently calls Atlanta home. This week she 
premieres Post Up, a 40-minute, multimedia work for eight dancers, featuring original music and videography. 
Against the backdrop of what Lang calls the “nostalgic, powerful, glorious and very special” Goodson Yard 
at theGoat Farm Arts Center, the work ventures into territory that for her feels frightening and personal. 
Performances run Friday through Sunday, June 6–8 and tickets may be purchased at Brown Paper Tickets.
Lang presented an excerpt of Post Up in the fall of 2013 to Atlanta audiences at the Fabrefaction Theatre 
Company. Since then, the piece grew to include the visions of her collaborators and colleagues at Spelman. 
Profound inspiration also came from literature devoted to stories and efforts of post–Civil War freed slaves 
who sought, with varying success, reconnections to displaced family members. 

ArtsATL met with the comfortably-dressed, pensive and remarkably calm Lang in her Spelman studio, just 
before a rehearsal.

ArtsATL: Exactly two years ago you premiered a historically driven, evening-length work, Mother/Mutha; what 
was your springboard for Post Up?

T. Lang: It comes from my optimism, my erratic hope to be reunited with my father and other loved ones who 
have passed. It stems from the delusion, or that fantasy, that you can find yourself through someone else. 
Since losing my father I have been feeling unstable and displaced and live in the hope that he will still walk 
through the door. It comes from a place of desire and vulnerability. 
One afternoon I shared these ideas with my colleague and office mate, Dr. Michelle Hite, who is an English 
professor here at Spelman, and she put me on this book called Help Me to Find My People. This book focuses 
on newspaper postings by freed slaves who were searching for their loved ones. 

ArtsATL: Is that how you found your title?

Lang: Yeah, I always like using a play on words. I think that’s the hip-hop era that I grew up in. In this book, 
these ads were very detailed and would explain where someone was sold, what name they were given, 
where they lived, maybe even what they wore. Newly freed slaves would recuperate their identities by 
finding their loved ones. I learned that what I was feeling was not new. I am not the only one who felt or feels 
the need to seek. I wanted to do a work that honors that idea, that helps me heal. 

ArtsATL: What compelled your first day of rehearsal? What was foremost on your mind?

Lang: I wanted to play with a vocabulary that was completely distorted and had no logic. This was the 
challenge, to be nonlinear. 

ArtsATL: As the work stands now, following nine months of rehearsal, do you see something that leans toward 
autobiography, or something more universal, more historic?

Lang: I see it both ways. With all the works I’ve done, there is the sense of me, Tracy, inside. The beauty of 
dance rests on our interconnections and how we interpret ideas so differently from place to place. I want to 
add shared experiences, to bring folks together. If people don’t understand everything, they will still bring 
their experiences into the space.

ArtsATL

http://www.spelman.edu/academics/faculty/tracy-lang
http://www.spelman.edu/academics/faculty/tracy-lang
http://www.tlangdance.com/
http://www.tlangdance.com/
https://www.facebook.com/TheGoatFarmArtsCenter
https://www.facebook.com/TheGoatFarmArtsCenter
http://www.brownpapertickets.com/event/684147
http://www.brownpapertickets.com/event/684147
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This particular voyage 
into vulnerability was 

daring for me. It made 
me feel uneasy. I can 

say now that I am 
stronger,

T. Lang

ArtsATL Continued....

ArtsATL: You’ve had several collaborators on this project. Through 
their contributions, how did the project shift?

Lang: I am working with John Osborn, a musician I met at the 
American Dance Festival. He is crazy, in that fantastic, artistic 
way. He takes risks in his work. He pushes the envelope. He can 
make music out of anything, and that is exciting to me.

Our videographer, Deigratia Daniels, created images that will be 
projected on netting that surrounds the performance area. The 
images will be cast upon these screens and the dancers’ bodies. 
He captured my dreams: lots of white light, pulses of light, rain, 
mazelike designs. His images suggest maneuvering through time 
and the journey of getting to someone. I often wake up crying 
after I dream about my father. I think my collaborators captured 
these feelings.
 
ArtsATL: With such emotionally charged material, how were you 
able to objectify the rehearsal process?

Lang: It was traumatic [she laughs] and it may sound like a 
therapy session, but the process was always about the work, the 
craftsmanship, the video design, the music. The emotions came 
out more strongly when I focused on what I was making in the 
moment, and less on where the ideas came from. 

ArtsATL: Who are your dancers, meaning, what do they 
represent?

Lang: They are the folks in the book with endearing stories. They 
are glimpses of myself with a through-line of optimism. They also 
bring their own stories into the work. 

ArtsATL: With this work, do you feel your voice is more solidly 
rooted or that you are more exploratory?

Lang: I am definitely more exploratory. I am frightened by artists 
who think or even say, “I have arrived.” As a professor, I have to 
be careful of being complacent. I love investigating my own 
voice. This particular voyage into vulnerability was daring for me. 
It made me feel uneasy. I can say now that I am stronger, I feel 
bold because I put this out there. I learned to trust the power of 
community.
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Review: In T. Lang’s “Post Up,” a search for the unrecoverable in loss yields treasures of the heart
June 9, 2014
By CYNTHIA BOND PERRY

Laila Howard dances a solo in T. Lang’s Post Up. (Photos by Erika Abelard)
Can the bereft heal by seeking the embrace they’ll never feel again? Can a person’s shattered identity mend 
when reunited with a lost loved one? Such hopes may be delusions, says choreographer T. Lang. But Post Up, 
Lang’s multimedia dance work exploring grieving and loss, suggests that a person can build a stronger sense 
of self in the course of seeking.

Post Up ran last Friday through Sunday at the Goat Farm Arts Center’s Goodson Yard. It is Lang’s second work 
at the Westside venue after her Mother/MUTHA in 2012. Both works drew from personal experience and 
referenced African American history; they reflect the Spelman College dance professor’s ongoing interest in 
issues surrounding identity, history and community. 

Lang was motivated by her desire to reunite with her deceased father; she also found inspiration in Heather 
Andrea Williams’ book Help Me to Find My People, which features stories of family separation during slavery 
and the post-Emancipation spate of newspaper postings by freed people who sought lost family members. 
These experiences and stories generated a compelling movement vocabulary. Lang fused various American 
dance influences into a rhythmic and propulsive language that served as an emotional vehicle for Lang’s 
eight dancers. Their powerfully moving performances seemed to express deep grief, the desire to seek lost 
loved ones and the need to connect with others for support.

Immersive multimedia projections by Deigratia Daniels created stunning imagery while composer John 
Osburn’s electronic score added atmosphere. But the eight dancers’ expressiveness and fierce attack were 
the heart and strength of the production.

A scrim of soft, transparent mesh outlined all four sides of the square stage placed in the middle of the large 
space, separating audience from stage. Electronica music combined contemporary and traditional African 
sound. Its penetrating pulse softened; the voice of a female jazz vocalist came on as dancer Indiya Childs 
stood, dimly lit in a beige bra and shiny red leggings. Small impulses started from the spine and traveled to her 
upper body and shoulders, as if sensing the voice’s breath, rhythm and texture. On all four scrims, images of 
stars and galaxies cast across a black void created a sense of immeasurable distance. 

Indiya Childs’ solo reflected the harshness of loss.
Child’s spine began to pulse gently with the music’s chiming rhythm. Rays of intense, bright light shone on her 
chest and upper body — it looked as though the light was radiating from her heart. Small pulses became 
spine isolations. They grew faster and faster — with the uncontrollable quickness of sobs. Images of galaxies 
flew across the scrim. 

Dancers entered and exited. They moved in different groupings — at times solos against an ensemble; at 
others times, duets emerged. In each pairing there seemed a struggle between a need for emotional support 
and the inability to connect with one another. 

When Amelia Reiser and Crystal Bogan entered, they dropped into a wide, grounded stance and rolled one 
shoulder forward, bringing the torso nearer to the ground. Reversing the action, they untwisted the arm, 
fingertips spiraling outward as they reached high and to the side; it looked as if they were grasping for an 
invisible sphere that was just beyond their range. 

ArtsATL
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http://www.artsatl.com/2014/06/preview-t-lang-post-up/
http://www.artsatl.com/2014/06/preview-t-lang-post-up/
http://www.artsatl.com/2012/06/preview-t-lang-racism-sexism-volatile-word-%E2%80%9Cmothermutha%E2%80%9D/
http://www.artsatl.com/2012/06/preview-t-lang-racism-sexism-volatile-word-%E2%80%9Cmothermutha%E2%80%9D/
http://tlangdance.com/
http://tlangdance.com/
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ArtsATL Review continued....

The space was awash in movement as images of rain 
surrounded dancers. Hands covered faces as if 
weeping. Childs reached to embrace Nicole Kedaroe, 
they reach to touch one another’s faces, but suddenly 
pushed away. In a subsequent duet, Deborah Hughes 
lay her head on Childs’ chest, turning it from side to side 
as if nestling in. Childs fled, but Hughes continued 
moving her head as if Childs were still there. Later, Bogan 
and Childs interlaced their arms. This grew into 
embraces and gentle caresses, though loud music 
nearly drowned out the moment’s tenderness. In a 
telling duet, Ashley Reid embraced Reiser, who fell to the 
floor. Reid picked her up and embraced her. Again, 
Reiser fell. This action repeated, accelerating, as if Reid 
were desperately trying to bring back a loved one. 

There were striking solos. Kedaroe projected a stunning 
emotional intensity, with speed, control and a dynamic 
range that was fascinating to watch. Reid appeared 
alone on the stage under designer Andre Allen’s stark 
white light. Thin greenish-white lines formed angles and 
zig-zags on all four sides around her. Fast gestures and 
aerial turns alternated with slow balances that stretched 
out as if her limbs were pulled out into different 
directions. Music was silent, but a train screeched 
outside the venue. Reid dropped into a series of 
grounded side steps, then reached to one side and 
slightly to the back, as if reaching into the past. She 
gathered her arms forward as if embracing an invisible 
dance partner. 

Laila Howard appeared near the end. Her passionate 
solo seemed to sum up the work’s sadness, beauty and 
ferocity. She balanced, fell, and then sprung in a 
tumultuous line of spinning leaps and tumbles. Sharp 
gestures and crisp legwork contrasted voluminous turns, 
opening the body as if turning inside out. She arrived at 
a high balance, one hand reaching up, counting 1, 2, 3, 
4 — like a beacon, standing still, searching, waiting.

At the end, Childs was alone in stage, repeatedly 
flinging her body into the air; she whirled, fell, rolled and 
sprung up again. A man in a nostalgic black and white 
suit stepped in to embrace Childs. The moment, which 
brought the rigorous formal exploration back to a 
personal level, seemed less of a conclusion than a 
pause in an ongoing quest. 

Music sometimes overpowered the dance; I would like 
to have seen the scrim removed at some point, to gain 
more empathy with dancers. But the strength of Post Up 
lay in these eight women, whose fearless and 
compelling performances shone brightest.
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What the Atlanta audience have to say on Post Up
Social Media Trending Topic June 7th

From Bubba Carr (Emmy Award winning choreographer):

Saw T Lang Atl's presentation of "Post Up" tonight and I am still in thought. The simplicity of it was off setting 
being that when I walked in I was looking at a square space curtained off from the audience as if it were 
an arena of sorts. Once the piece got started, the space revealed itself to be like a memory bank of sorts 
where thoughts, emotion, journey could be played out and shared but not thrust onto the audience. The 
movement vocabulary was classic T. Lang but had a more serious tone to it than other pieces I've seen. The 
arc of the piece took me through situation after situation where the dancers were yearning for connection 
and at times getting it but many times not. The desperation of the connections were breathtaking with the 
resolves being almost unfulfilling because they didn't last. At one point it was as though the dancers were 
laying on metal slabs as if waiting to be the next emotion dissected for yet more searching with the resolve 
being at last complete connection. The overall arc of "Post Up" was wide, taking me on a trip which at 
times fed me bitter tasting fruit and others delicious morsels of candy which some ended with me biting my 
cheek causing pain, to the calming resolve of my favorite comfort food which I had forgotten that was 
there all along for my consumption. I'm proud of my sister from another mister and the soul seating work she 
has done on this piece. It's nice to see artist use their art to purge emotions that will allow them growth and 
to move on to another chapter....there is beauty in pain. 

Kudos to all the Crystal Bogan, Morgan Carlisle, Indya Childs, Laila Howard, Debōrah Hughes, Nicole 
Kederoe, Raina Mitchell, Ashley Reid, and Amelia Reiser. Also to the composer John Osborn, video designer 
Deigratia Daniels and the lighting designer Andre Black. Great work everyone.

From Jireh Holder (Yale University M.F.A. Theatre Candidate) 

T. Lang! I wanted to say this after the show, but your entourage of fans was just too large! Congratulations 
on an incredible show. As I already knew, Post Up did not disappoint. I did not know the backstory of the 
piece so the entire time I was tracking a sort of attempt at conjuring through the tremors. This seemed to be 
echoed by the stars, rain, bars, etc that were projected on the screen. What I learned through the talkback 
only reinforced my appreciation of the performance.
 
Seeing Crystal, Deborah (insert correct spelling), and Lelia did my heart good--and to see them kick ass like 
they did. Wow!
 
As always, your composition of many bodies moving in space made my jaw drop. The ending was certainly 
my favorite portion (everything post-Lelia's entrance.)
 
I'm so proud of you and proud to know you. Your work makes me miss Atlanta! `1  Atlanta isn't commercial, 
its AUTHENTIC. I'm glad that your hard work and talent is being recognized all over. You deserve it.
 
Ok, I'll wrap up my five paragraph essay with this: Leland and I are working on a solo show that takes place 
in prison, and we were both so inspired by the use of the veil. Visually you and I's work is in conversation with 
one another so I wanted to share that that you work was not only aesthetically awe-inspiring but artistically 
inspiring also.

Sources:  http://www.high.org/Art/Exhibitions/Mi-Casa.aspx?sc_device=default
Interactive Setting on the Sifly Piazza
July 18 - November 30, 2014 

Find Home at the High
Make yourself at home at the High in the interactive setting Mi Casa, Your Casa, located in the center of 
the Woodruff Arts Center campus on the Sifly Piazza. Join us to play, create and be a part of the art in this 
welcoming space, where you can watch amazing performances, have a picnic or just lie in a hammock. 
Come see what you'll discover right in the heart of Midtown!

https://www.facebook.com/TLANGDANCE
https://www.facebook.com/TLANGDANCE
http://www.high.org/Art/Exhibitions/Mi-Casa.aspx?sc_device=default
http://www.high.org/Art/Exhibitions/Mi-Casa.aspx?sc_device=default
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POST 
UP 
ON FILM

POST UP  PROMOTIONAL ON VIMEO

T. Lang | POST UP

POST UP

T. Lang | POST UP 

POST UP IN THE HOUSE

T. Lang | POST UP in the HOUSE | MAP Sample

2014- SEASON HIGHLIGHTS

Goat Farm Arts Center - performances of Post Up
Sweatshop Summer Dance Festival
American Dance Festival - performance of 
excerpt Post Up in the House
National Black Arts Festival - performance and 
partnership with NBAF of Doxology
High Museum | Mi Casa, Your Casa - commission 
of Post Up in the House (2nd installment of Post 
Up)

2015- SEASON HIGHLIGHTS

Urban Bush Women at Spelman College - host
Flux | Nick Cave project - performance for visual 
artist, Nick Cave at Ponce City Market 
Fall Collaboration with the High
Spelman College Women’s Studies Program - 
performance of Mother | Mutha excerpt
Sweatshop Summer Dance Festival
American Dance Festival 
*Begin creating 3rd installment of Post Up
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CONTACT:

T.Lang@TLangDance.com
P.O. Box 94655  
Atlanta, Georgia 30318
(678) 597-8513

WWW.TLANGDANCE.COM

Designed by visual artist, Charmaine Minniefield

https://vimeo.com/100850973
https://vimeo.com/100850973
https://vimeo.com/78344606
https://vimeo.com/78344606
https://vimeo.com/78344606
https://vimeo.com/78344606
https://vimeo.com/112436953
https://vimeo.com/112436953
http://WWW.TLANGDANCE.COM
http://WWW.TLANGDANCE.COM

